ACROSS
1) Laughing matter?
4) Moving quickly
9) Fence alternative
14) Kimono waist-cincher
15) Western flick
16) Symptoms of 46-Down
17) Losing line in tic-tac-toe
18) Features of many apartments
20) Piccolo alternatives
22) Whole bunch
23) ___ out (gives substance to)
26) Responsibilities or burdens
29) They last a long time
32) Ancient Rome's ___ Way
34) When the Supreme Court reconvenes (Abbr.)
36) Waiters carry them
38) Tourist city of India
39) They were cast for Jesus' clothes
41) Relating to the forearm bone
43) Fancy pillowcase
44) Asian nurse
45) Native American symbol
47) Beat-heat link
51) Energetic one
53) Dry, red wine
58) Regatta implements
60) Assign
67) Bucket conveyor's load
69) It follows "Rice" in the supermarket
70) Clandestine government org.
71) Black-and-white cookies
72) Unit of magnetic flux
73) Youngster

DOWN
1) Throw a fit
2) Bubbling and steaming
3) Reaching an above-average height
4) Person of impressive skill
5) Rocket's deviation
6) "How was ___ know?"
7) Bird beaks
8) Painter El ___
9) Strapped (for cash)
10) Megalomaniacal feature
11) Half a quartet
12) Its setting is a setting
13) Scroll work shape, sometimes
19) Author of "Two Years Behind the Mast"
21) Psychic's skill
24) Beige hue
25) "Thou ___ not ..."
27) Places to tone bodies
28) Prime-time's start, on the coasts
29) Legendary jazz vocalist Vaughan
31) Religious group
33) Newborn's acquisition
34) King Harald's father
35) Word with "strip" or "book"
37) Lascivious man
40) Actor LaBeouf
42) Descartes or Magritte
46) Tropical trouble
49) Turns a smile upside-down
50) Informal assent
52) Wire measure, for short
54) Care for a wound
56) Shinto shrine gateway
57) Stand in good ___
59) Moistureless, as a desert
61) To and ___
62) Bard's "above"
63) Not leave on the shelf
64) Brazilian port, for short
65) California's ___ Altos
66) Blow-up, briefly

WHO DO WE APPRECIATE?
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